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Introduction
Violence by men against women, because that’s what we’re talking about 
in this play1, in my opinion, is one of the biggest risks that our civilization 
faces at the moment. Because, after all, what does ‘civilization’ mean? 
To be civil to one another, to act towards each other with respect, to be 
humanitarian and to act within a moral and ethical code that is broadly 
defined by our collective actions to one another — what is acceptable and 
what isn’t. 

I want to live, and I want my kids and my family to live, in a society 
that respects civility and human rights. I think these democratic human 
rights are at risk right here and right now — and not because of action or 
inaction by governments or corporates — but because of the collective 
action and inaction of us as individuals, in our own homes, in our own 
neighbourhoods and in our own communities. We are individually 
responsible for the actions of our society. 

I have been astounded, over the three years this play has been developed, 
that the single biggest argument about the need to deal publicly with the 
issue has been an economic one. People are wowed, or wooed, by the 
empirical figures that the issue is costing Australia $13.6b per year2. Yes, it’s 
a big number, but this issue is not an economic one; it is a moral, ethical and 
behavioural one. We shouldn’t need a dollar figure waved in our faces before 
we agree that an issue is out of hand. All the statistics, all the research says 
it is. Who is responsible? We are. And WE, the ones causing the issue, are 
predominantly men. 

Here’s the thing — violence in our society is unacceptable. End of story. 
Violence on the streets, on sports fields, in public places and in our homes 
should not be tolerated under any circumstances. Violence is ugly. Violence 
is oppressive. Violence is purely about power and control. If a politician 
or public official came to our homes and tortured us and our children — 
treated us as the women in this play have been treated — we would say 
we lived in an oppressive, totalitarian society and we would be justifiably 
outraged. The violent behaviour of male perpetrators towards their female 
victims is no different. 
1 We could call it ‘domestic violence’ but that masks the fact that the vast majority of 
perpetrators (circa 87%) are male and the violence happens to their victims, the vast majority of 
whom are female.
2 Commonwealth of Australia  2009   The Cost of Violence Against Women and their 
Children. The National Council to Reduce Violence against Women and their Children and 
KPMG
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If we allow this kind of violence in our own homes and in our communities, 
we are eroding everything it means to live in a civil society. 

This play is about saying NO. It’s hard to say “enjoy it” because it is 
confronting. But we hope that we have paid respect to the dozen (or so) 
women who shared their stories with us to make the play possible and we 
hope that their words help us to ask the right questions: to be less judgmental 
and more proactive in dealing with violence and supporting its victims. We 
hope that the play starts some valuable discussion — because that’s the value 
of art — to make the private very public and to start a conversation about 
what it means to be living here and now. 

Rod Ainsworth. 
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Notes
Casting

The play is set for five women. The roles should not be doubled. It is important 
that the five stories stand on their own.

FIVE is an older woman.

ONE, TWO, THREE and FOUR could be any age.

The work is designed for a tight ensemble. The portrayal of HIM should be from 
within the ensemble and never by a male voice.

Space

There are two spaces in this play. An idealised safe place depicted in Scene 1 
and all scenes labeled “Exception” from then on in. This space is very separate 
(metaphorically) from the other. It’s a different mind- set. But while it is safe on 
the surface, there is a sense that something is not right.

The second space, where most of the action happens, is fragile and dangerous. 
This may be depicted in any way — as long as the place feels distorted and 
fearful. You know the dread you feel walking down a dark street alone at night 
or the gutwrenching feeling that there’s an intruder in your house? We should 
feel foreboding like that.

Text

This script is entirely (with the exception of minor edits to ensure the flow of 
the story) the words of women (and some men) — victims and perpetrators — 
interviewed in 2012 by Ross Peddlesden and Rod Ainsworth.
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Lullaby for It All Begins With Love
By Rod Ainsworth

 My heart lies
 Here on the pillow
 Next to my beautiful babe
 Beating with music of stars and sweet nothings
 Of dreams that might be made

 While you rest
 My beautiful babe
 My beating heart will fight
 The shadows, the monsters, the nightmares, the demons
 My heart will hug you tight

 If my girl
 Your eyes should not open
 From your dreams you should not wake
 My heart, my soul, my life, my everything would break

 Here it is, my beautiful babe
 My heart, for you
 Good night
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It All Begins With Love

SCENE 1 — THE EXCEPTION       
Delicate. A space of her own.  

FIVE My heart is going.

 My husband and I get on tremendously well.

 We used to go to church. He belonged to a men’s club where 
he was involved in charity work.

 I think I picked a good one there.

SCENE 2 — THE RULE    
TWO Ummm …

ONE He was tall and strong … kinda, yeah, a little bit … 
mysterious, you know? And he was weight training and I was 
actually at the gym at the time. Um, so, yeah, the physical 
attraction was quite huge …

TWO I was very young. Ah, got together when I was … um …
sixteen and a half …

ONE … he … he had this kinda charisma [sexily] awwww, there 
was, yeah, there was definitely … he wasn’t a woman’s … a 
man…a woman’s man. Y’know, he wasn’t somebody that put 
himself out there and showed … he was quite shy, but, um, 
what’s the word?
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FOUR He was exciting. He was different. He was pushed … pushed the 
barriers. I suppose the exuberance of youth. He was a rebel.

THREE I didn’t have enough money to move back to where I came 
from so I was kind of stuck here with two kids from a previous 
relationship and we never intended, well I never … he offered 
to help me by sharing rent …

ONE But … um … I quickly fell … very in love with him, very quickly. 

FOUR He looked a bit like James Dean.

ONE It was, um… what’s the word? 

ALL Amazing!

ONE He said …

HIM She was pleasant to talk to. Pleasant to look at. We had lots 
in common.

TWO He said …

HIM She was exciting, attractive, um, she looked very presentable in 
her clothes when she went out.

THREE He’d say …

HIM You’ve got a bit of, sort of, exoticness about you.

ONE I laughed.

TWO Every night after work I’d go around or he’d come around to 
my place or whatever.

HIM It became a kind of “together thing” straight away.

TWO That’s what he called it.

FOUR It was like fireworks. It was perfect in every sense of the word. 
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ONE He used to tell me that I was beautiful.

 And then …

THREE I never intended …

TWO We lived together for five years before we married … 

FOUR So we bought a house together …

ONE And then …

ALL [To audience] I fell pregnant.

SCENE 3 — THE RULE    
ONE Anyway, he just did this massive, like, wanna commit, you’re 

having the baby, wanted to get married, did the whole lot and, 
just, was all over me, like, you know?

THREE We had this party and we sort of, um, decided to continue 
the entertainment for the night. We’d known each other 
for at least ten years. We were sharing a house. We weren’t 
strangers or anything.

FOUR It was shameful.

TWO He was very good about it.

 Um … I was terrified at my parents’ reaction. 

 I was very young. Ummmm …

FOUR You had to marry.

ONE He did everything; pushed all the right buttons, did everything. 

THREE We were friends, you know…
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FOUR This was a choice I’d made and this is my life and I’m going 
to make the most of it.

ONE He was very protective. But he was just … full on … 
whatever I wanted, y’know …

FOUR I loved my father to pieces, but I hurt him very badly by 
my choice to have the baby.

 I’d never seen my father cry until the wedding day. He put his 
head on the table at the reception, in company, and sobbed.

 It was terrible. Absolutely devastating.

ONE We got married and none of my family came.

THREE As soon as I was obviously pregnant it started to be, um, 
suddenly I would find that there would be comments 
made about the way I dressed or things I did…

TWO Um … I was very young.

 And we got married and, um … there was this whole other 
story ’cause …

 … This wasn’t my first pregnancy …

 So, there was grounds to be very worried about what my 
parents were going to do.

ONE You know, I wasn’t allowed to do this and wasn’t allowed to 
do that and I thought that that was a really caring sign.

TWO We were out of town a bit on a, um, ahh, property. We 
were in a small house at the back.

THREE He suddenly decided he didn’t like half the meals he had 
been quite happily eating for the past twelve months. I just 
didn’t understand the mechanics of it.

 [Laughs] He’s a mechanic.
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TWO We didn’t even have a phone so every contact was kind of 
reliant on hi…him being there.

ONE On the same day I actually found out I was pregnant. In 
one day, in one day I found out that in the whole eighteen 
months we’d been seeing each other, he’d been living with 
another lady.

 And, um, he’d had an eight week affair with my sister …

 … who was married and had two children. 

 It ripped my family apart.

THREE My car seemed to break down a lot more often, so he was 
always there to fix it; saved me a lot of money like that.

FOUR It was good for a while; it was really good for a few years, yeah. 

TWO He started drinking.

FOUR Looking back, I think … I think he was probably an old 
fashioned guy. We both worked hard. We had a great son. 
But it wasn’t long before there was an element of …

 Men were bread-winners; a woman could never be more 
successful than a man.

 But I was. I earned more than him.

TWO I was very young.

 Um …

 And, um, I was concerned I’d lose another baby. My first 
child was adopted out, so … um … yeah …

THREE It starts off with …

HIM Those jeans don’t fit you very well.
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THREE But it is a said as a bit of friendly advice, you know. That 
would progress to …

HIM You don’t want to wear those jeans. 

THREE To … 

HIM You’re not wearing those jeans!

ONE He managed to get my sister pregnant as well. 

THREE I switched to skirts.

FOUR It was like an element of competition. He began to gamble. 
He was always a drinker. Always boasted about how he could 
drink anyone under the table.

THREE He didn’t want me to wear skirts because I was attracting 
men and he became very jealous and possessive. I wasn’t 
allowed to wear jewellery, make up, earrings, you know. I 
wasn’t allowed to be pretty.

 I was worthless. I was hopeless. I couldn’t do anything right. 

HIM Who are you seeing?

ONE My life got progressively just more controlling and m …more 
controlling and more controlling …

 He isolated everybody.

HIM I said, who are you seeing?

ALL I felt so alone.

FOUR The first time he hit me I was sitting on his knee.
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SCENE 4 — THE EXCEPTION       
FIVE You know, our relationship is so good; really very strong.

 We just care for each other. That is about it. Our family is 
very strong.

 I am quite musical and all of our children are, one in 
particular is a genius that is my son and his little girls are 
both musical which is just lovely.

 I’ve got two sisters and a brother.

 I was about six when we moved here. There’s a lot of memories.

 I’m churned up. I couldn’t sleep last night; I was still awake at 
two in the morning, so it’s … yeah …

 I didn’t bring my sisters …

 Or my brother. It’s just too hard.

SCENE 5 — THE RULE    
THREE He assumed I was having an affair with somebody. I have no 

idea how or where or even who with and I am not the kind of 
person that would do that … but if he wasn’t right there …

 He took control of who would visit. If he didn’t approve of a 
person they didn’t feel welcome to come back. If somebody 
supported me, they weren’t welcome back.

 We lived a long way from other people out in the bush.

 I would spend about three months in his company, 24 hours a 
day, seven days a week, within 50 metres of him …

 I never got a reality check.


